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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared as part of the development program for a 
•uzzle brake to be U9ed in connection with a Naval Ordnance Systems 
Command Exploratory Development Program; Large Caliber (203ram) Light- 
weight Field Artillery Weapon.  In addition, the program alms to 
advance the state-of-the-art of mu&zle brake design procedures.  The 
work was carried out under ORD Task No. 35C/501/090/1UF32353/317, a 
NOSC program sponsored ly the Marine Corps Education and Development 
Command. 

This report has been reviewed and approved by J. J. Yagla and 
R. Shank of the Special Projects Division. 

Released by: 

7&£ 
THOS. E. DY 
Test and Evaluation Department 

itQ Head 
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ABSTRACT 

Experimental nuzzle brake performance t»sea were carrlel out at 
reduced scale, using a 40mm f:;ee-recoll gun apparatus, for comparison 
with available 105mm data.  Results were sufficient to conclude that 
muzzle devices can be accurately Investigated and developed at reduced 
scale, with considerable savings of time and money. The apparatus 
and procedures develop«1 are, with minor modifications, satisfactory 
for carrying out reduced scale testing. 
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HOMEHCLATURE (Continued) 

recoiling mass without muzzle  brake 

recoiling nass (with or without muzzle brake) 

number of perforations In propellent grain 

pressure on muzzle brake 
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muzzle pressure 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

The Armed Force» are currently engaged In the development of 
lightweight artillery for Increased nobility.  Such lightweight guns 
oust utilize every available means to reduce the maximum recoil force 
transmitted to the gun carriage.  Reduction of the transmitted recoil 
fo"cc la necessary to prevent displacement of the lightweight gun 
carriage during firing. 

When a gun is fired, the burning propellant produces high temper- 
ature, high pressure gas.  This high pressure gas accelerates the 
prdoctile forward and also exerts a rearward force on  the recoiling 
mass.  The time integral of the recoil force is called the "recoil 
impulse," denoted by 1.  Most of the recoil Impulse (typically 70 to 
90S) occurs while the projectile is in the gun band. This portion 
of the recoil impulse is called the "ln-bore impulse," denoted by M. 
However, after the projectile has been ejected, th* barrel still 
contains hi^h pressure gas.  The "gas-ejection period" is defined as 
the t ~e troo projectile ejection LO the tim». when conditions in the 
barrel reach equilibrium wich the environment.  During the gas- 
ejection period, as the propellant gas flows out of rhc barrel, the 
gun closely resembles a rocket.  The Impulse exerted on the recoiling 
parts during the gas-ejection period is referred to as the "gas- 
ejection Impulse," denoted by G, and constitutes the remainder of the 
recoil impulse exerted on the gun by the propellant gas.  Thus, 

I - M + C 

fot a gun without a muzzle device. 

(1) 

The recoil impulse consists of a recoil force which is typically 
very large but is of quite short duration.*  For closed breech 
weapons, artillery weapon designers employ a hydraulic-pneumatic 
recoil system to spread the response to the recoil impulse over a 
longer time span, thus reducing the maximum force exerted on the 
carriage.  The particular recoil system variant known as the "soft 
recoil" or "firing out of battery" system simply URCH the same 
principle to achieve an even longer time span and hence further 
reduce the force on *he carriage, without requiring excessive recoil 
length.  Another method of reducing the maxionjn force on the carriage 
is to reduce the recoil impulse. 

•For example, the peak recoil force in a 5"/54 Naval gun Is on the 
order of 1.1 X 10° lb, but drops to about 10t of this value within 
about 15 ms. 



DESCRIPTION OF MUZZLE BRAKE 

The net recoU impulse can be reduced through use of a "nuzzle 
brake" on the muzzle of a gun.  A simplified muzzle brake is shown in 
Figure 1, consisting essentially of a baffle mounted B>me  distance 
in front of, and rigidly connected to, the gun nuzzle, with a port In 
the baffle through which the projectile passes.  As the propellent 
gas rushes out of the nuzzle, a portion of the gas impinges on the 
baffle ane is deflected fron the axial direction. This deflection 
of hlgr- sreed gas fron the axis' direction by the muzzle brake reac'ts 
in a decrease in the axial momentum cf the gas, and hence a forward 
impulse on the nuzzle brake.  The forward impulse exerted on the 
nuzzle brake la denoted by ig.  Since the muzzle brake is attached 
to the barrel, the forwarJ lnpulse is In turn exerted on the recoil- 
ing parts, thus reducing the net recoil impulse.  The forward impulse 
can be Increased by effecting a larger decrease in the axial nonentua 
of the propellant gas.  This c<*n be achieved by deflecting more of the 
propeHant gas, by turning the gas through a larger angle, and by 
causing the gas speed to lncresse as the gas is turned.  It is 
possible, with a highly efficient nuzzle brake on certain guns, that 
the forward Impulse can amount to over 501 of the normal recoil 
Impulse, HO that the resultant recoil Impulse would be less than half 
MM  large am  that which would occur for the same gun without s muzzle 
brake. 

A restriction on the use of muzzle brakes if that the blast over- 
pressure Is considerably Increased in the region behind the muzzle, 
which Includes the crew area.  A more efficient muzzle brake (i.e., 
one wnich yields a larger forward impulse) usually results in a 
higher blast overpressure in the crew area.  It la possible, however, 
to achieve significant reduction of recoil impulse snd yet maintain 
an acceptable blast overpressure. 

A possible disadvantage of the muzzle brake la that it has no 
effect until after the projectile has been ejected from the barrel, 
sfter most of the normal rearward recoil impulse has already occurred. 
Thus the action of ehe muzzle brake in reducing the net recoil impulse 
can be ssld to be "corrective" rather than "preventive." The muzzle 
brake can nevertheless be varv advantageous, since the toral recoil 
Impulse which must be absorbed by the recoil mechanism can be 
considerably reduced. 

NUZZLE BRAXE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

The two primary xizzle brake performance parameters are the blaat 
overpressures and some sort of efficiency parameter.  The blast over- 
pressures are usually specified simply as peak overpressure levels 
and blast wave durations, at certain specified locations sround the gun. 
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There I» some dif fcrence of opinion .« .cemiu^ the beot parameter» 
for Measuring muzzle brake efficiency  ".f-*re are basically two 
efficiency parameters currently in uw%.  The first» denoted by the 
symbol E, ia defined as the rat .o of the forward impulse due to the 
muzzle brake to the total recoil lrpulse without a muzzle brake, 

■ 

»H (2) 

This parameter c*»» be accurately measured experimentally with relative 
ease.     The  value of   I  can be obtain», by measuring  the  recoil   impulse 
for shots without a murxle brake,    '.he value of  Ig can be determined! 
ai  the difference   in recoil   Impuls,   for  thota »/1th and without   the 
muscle brake. 

However,   the parameter  is not actually a measure of the performance 
of  the muzzle  btake design.     Rather,   it   Is a measure of  the  performance 
of  the muzzle brake when used on a specific  gun.     The  In-bore   impulse 
N li   essentially  independent of  the presence of a muzzle b~«fce,   since 
the .tussle brake  Is operative only during the gaa-e)ect lo*      -riod. 
Yet,   the   in-bore   Impulse *.  '»rd,   likewise,   the  gaa-etcrt lo%.   impulse i.) 
can  be a  significantly d   iic'ftt  fraction of   the  total  recoil   Impulse 
I  for different  gun deslx.ni.     P.o«,  a given aunU  brake dealgn could 
be  tested on two gunt which had the same value of   I   but  different   values 
of C,  with  the  result   that  significantly different  value» of  efficiency 
E could be obtained.     The   Importwince of  this  la that  the parameter  E 
cannot  be easily used  to compare and evaluate different muxtle  brake 
dealgna unless prototypes of  each brake have been teated on the »a»»» 
typ» of  gun.     In addition,   there   Is no clear urper  limit   for the value 
of E againat which th.  performance of  a muzzle brake design can be 
compared.     TSe  conclusion of   the writer   la  that   the efflclenry 
parar^ter I  lo not  adeqmte for comparison and evaluation of muzzle 
b'ake design«. 

The second muxxl« brake performance parameter currently   In use 
is  denoted   In  this  report  by  the »vmboi  0 and  1»  called  "muzzle  brake 
effectiveness," also  known aa "momentum  Index" or  "muzzle  b'ake 

•efficiency."    It   is defined aa the ratio of  the  forward  Impulse due 
to the muxcle brake  to  the gas election  impulse C without a muzzle 
brake. 

I 
Thl» 1» a more meaningful measurement of muzzle brake performance 
alnce Ig IS normalized by C, which is the impulse that the muisl» 
brake can affect.  Experience indicates that the value of 6 la 



relatively constant for « given brake design, even when thfc brake 
design Is used on different guns or on the sane gun with different 
propellant charges.  Thus, the parameter B is quite useful for comparing 
performance of different muzzle brake designs. 

The magnitude of the muzzle brake effectiveness, 0, has some 
physical significance.  If all of the gas were turned through an angle 
of exactly 90*, then Ig would be equal to C, and so the value of 6 
would be 1 (equation 3).  If all of the gas were turned through *'\ 
angle of 180*, then Ig - 2C and ß - 2, which is the upper limiting 
vslue for 0.  Thus, 0 <^ S <  2.  This picture of the operation of a 
tsuzzle brake Is admittedly overslapllfled. For example, the possibil- 
ity that the speed of the gas could change as the gas 1» turned is 
Ignored.  Ncnetheless, at least United physical significance can be 
attached to the value of 6. 

The primary disadvantage of the muzzle brake effectiveness pars- 
meter 8 Is that the vslue of C Is not essy to determine sccurately. 

DESIGN PROCEDURES 

Designing a muzzle brake to yield a large forward Impulse, yet an 
acceptable blast overpressure In the crew areas, snd of a reasonable 
size, weight, and sufficient strength. Is a formidable design problem. 
In the psst, muzzle brskes have been developed largely by experimental 
trisl-snd-error on the full-s:zed gun for which they were being 
designed.  Such design procedure is expensive in terms of both time 
and money.  In addition, accurate muzzle brake performance data are 
very difficult to obtain on conventional gun mounts,  "he present work 
la a portion of a larger effort to provide a leas expensive snd more 
fruitful method of muzzle brske development« 

This report describes a technique for accurate experimental test- 
ing of muzzle brske performance at reduced scsle, which csn grestly 
reduce the cost of muzzle brake development and testing.  A further 
advantage la that a muzzle brake could be developed, at reduced scale, 
for a large gun that la In the "feasibility *tudy" atage of it a 
evolution. 

A concurrent invest igst Ion, conducted by Dr. F. H. Halllle (1)* of 
the) naval Weapons Laboratory, 1» concerned with analytical prediction 
of muzzle brake performance.  Such *n  analytical technique would bs 
u^ad to guide the design and optimization of muzzle brakes, with 
developmental testing carried out at reduced scale.  Only limited full- 

^Numbers in brackets refer to numbered references listed st the end of 
this report. 

■ 
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scale testing would be required tor final verification of the performance 
of the brake design at fuli *cale. 

The analytical technique la currently United tc axlsymmetrlc muzzle 
devices.  For guns thst must fire ever earth, such ss Amy snd Marine 
artillery, the bottom of the muzzle brake must be closed to avoid duat 
obacuratlon.  The top of the muzzle brake must a Wo be closed ic prevent 
unbalanced forcea normal to the gun barrel.  Flew through such s ruzxla 
device Is highly three-dimensional; current computer hydrococee mre  not 
suitable for snalysla of auch three-dimensional unsiesdy gss dynamic 
situation«.  Design of uuch a muzzle brake would have to be primarily 
empirical.  However, the analytical technique can provide valuable guid- 
ing information even for auch designs. 

OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of the present work is to Investigate the feasibility of 
re   »d «rale testing of muzzle brske performance.  Parameters of primary 
In   «t include muzzle *r*ko effectiveness, recoil force-time nl«tory, 
the »last overpressure   Id, and strength of the brske end attachment 
hardware.  In addition t. reducing cose, using a small gun facilitate« 
use of a "free-recoil" gun mount, which appears to be the best test 
vehicle for investigating muzzle brake perfrrmance. 

A further objective Is to develop a suitable free-recoil gun mcur.t 
test sppsratus snd procedures for use in  future muzzle brske develop- 
ment.  The same apparatus could also be used to study st reduced scale 
other faceta of gun performance. 

/ 

THEORETICAL SCALING CONSIDERATIONS 

The events of  primary l'«tere«t   In muzzle  brske   investigation occur 
during the  gss-eJ?ction period,   since  this  is vh%m  the muzzle brske   is 
operstlve.     It   is desired  co  Instrument  and  test a  small  gun equipped 
with a muzzle  brske to predict   the behavior oft  a much larger gun and 
muzzle brske.     This requires  that  the gas  flow during the gas-ejection 
period of  the model gun be geometrically and dynamically "slollsr"  (in 
the  strict   slmllituds  sense)   to  the ges-ejection period  gas  flow of   the 
prototype  gun.     Note  that  the  requirement   that   the  gas  flow be  geomet- 
ricslly similar requires  the moc«1  gun  barrel   to  be  a  scale  replica of 
the prototype.    Also,  the  requirement of dynamic  similarity -squires, 
as a necessary condition,   than  »he Initial conditions of  the gaa- 
ejectlon period muat  srsls.     The ic conditions arc  the  final conditions 
of  the  ln-bora period. 

It  appeara  that   the most practicable method of  achieving a  scaled 
gas-ejection period  is  to also require a scaled  ln-bore  period.     Such 
sn spproach has  the additional  advantage  that   the apparatus can be used 
to study,  at   reduced scale,  other  phenomena which occur during the   ln- 
bore period as well   ss  the gas-ejection period. 
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The approach uaed to achieve accurately scaled Run and muzzle brake 
p«rfor«v/KP la to scale in detail the Interior ballistics of the proto- 
type i.  . based on a scaling analysis by Dr. J. Ease (2).  The scaling 
aivslysls proceeds In the normal oar.ner. In which a set of significant 
dimensions! parameters is chosen and then comMned into a set of 
dlmenslor.less similarity oaraneters by means of fcfe* techniques of 
dimensional analysis (Buckingham *  Thecrea).  The list of .llcencional 
parameter* considered to be significant is shown in Table 1, with on« 
possible set of similarity patjactcrs shown in Table 2. 

For a correctly chosen set of dimensional parameters, maintaining 
the same value of each similarity parameter ror model and prototype 
results In valid scaling.  Consideration of the similarity parameters 
leads to a "model law," a detailed accounting of how each dimensional 
parameter must scale. The caliber ratio, denoted by A, is defined as: 

X  ■ caliber ratio - sdel 

prototype 
(4) 

Ceometrlc slmllsrlty (ror lnstar.es, * groups 1 throrgh 4) requites 
that all linear dimensions havt» the scale factor \.  Atmospheric 
conditions will be (at least nearly) the same for model snd prototype, 
*° ^o» *o* *nu >o must all have a scale factor of unity.  Thla In 
turn requires that all pressures and velocities have a sci»?e factor of 
unity: as can be seen by comparison of * groups 10, 15, 19, and 30 or 
12 and 14.  This is a realistic requirement, alnce most gun* oi   Interest 
regardless of site, have roughly the same projectile muzzle velocity, 
»»n e pressure has a scale factor oZ  unity, *IQ shows that force hrs a 
scsl * factor of a**,  Then w 20 ■•"owl that density has a scale factor of 
unity.  Further reasoning along the same lines leads to the model law 
shown in l.'ble 3.  Of particular Interest Is the fsct that Young's 
modulus, dinslty, stress, and strain of the muzzle ^rake material all 
have a scale factor o£   1, so thtt the eaae material can be used for 
the muzzle brake model and prototype.  Further, '„he atrength of the 
muzzle btak« can also be easily investigated experimentally at reduced 
scale. 

The model law shown in Table 3 is quite detailed and may seem 
unwelldy, but Is actually not difficult to use.  It is, however, not 
usually possible to satisfy all requirement« of the model law exactly. 
For ezaaple, the specific Impetus (RT0) of the propellent is one of 
the most Important parameters for obtaining a given gun performance, 
hut In practice its value varies for different propellent lots.  To 
obtain accurately scaled gun performance. It may then be necessary to 
vary some other parameter such as chamber volume or mass of propellent. 

Another difficulty Is that KXACI  acale replica propellent «rains are 
usually not available. 
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Table 1.  Significant Paraawtars for Scaling of 
Gun and Hurtle Brake Performance 

I 

Symbol Quantify 

fom Geometry 

distance along line of flro 

distance from axle of fire 

muzzle height 

height cf point of interest 

barrel angle (Q.E.) 

in-bore ahot travel 

caliber of gun (bore diameter at landa) 

dimenslona of other obstructions 

bore area 

chamber volume 

Ambient Atmospheric Environment 

atmoapheric pressure 

rstlo of specific heats of atmosphere 

speed of sound in atmosphere 

Interior Ballistics 

Fundamental Dimensions 

mess of projectile 

projectile ejection velocity (muzzle 
velocity) 

engraving pressure 

elapsed time 

mess of propellent 

length 

length 

length 

length 

radians 

length 

length 

length 

length2 

length3 

force/length 

dimension!ess 

length/time 

force-time /length 

length/time 

force/length 

time 

force-time /length 

• 
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Table 1.  Significant Parameter« for Scaling of Gun and 
Hutzle Brake Performance (Continued) 

Quantity 

specific Impetus ("Fores" of 
propellent) 

ratio of ipeciflc hrits of 
propellant gas 

flams teuperaturc 

propellant density 

propellant grain diameter 

propellant grain length 

number of perforations 

propellent grain perforation 
diameter 

Blest Field 

peek overpressure 

pressure impulse 

arrival time 

duration oT uxast wave 

muzzle pressure 

Fundamental Dimensions 

length2/tiae2 

(length-force/mass) 

dimension leas 

temperature 

2      4 
force-time /length 

length 

length 

dlmenslonless 

length 

forcs/lsngth 

force-time/length 

tins 

time 

force/length 
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Teble 1. Significant Parasvters for Scaling of Cun and 
Muzzle Brake Per4 nunct (Continued) 

Symbol Quantity 

Muzsle Brake 

A auzzle brake linear dimensions 

?« preaeura on auzzls brake 

o atreaa 

c etraln 

0 density of auntie brake leeterisl 

£. Young*4  aodulu» or* auzzle brake 

F force exerted on cuzzle brake 

1 recoil letpulse 

N ln-bore lapulee 

G &as-ejectlon lapulee 

I« lapulee on auzzle brake by 
propellent gas 

8 nuzzle brake effectiveness 

Fundeaental Dlaenslono 

length 

iorce/length 

force/length 

dlaenelonless 

force-tiae /length 

force/length 

force 

Jorce-tiae 

force-tlae 

fore*-tie« 

force-tlae 

dlJktnelonlees 

10 
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* 1 

» 2 

* 3 

w 4 

* 5 

i 6 

» 7 

» 3 

» 9 

»10 - 

«11 ■ 

wl2 - 

"13 - 

«14 - 

»15 - 

»16 - 

»17 - 

»18 - 

»19 - 

»20 - 

- 7/c 

- x/c 

■ h/c 

• H/c 

• a 

' 1/c 

yc 
A/c2 

Uc/c3 

.0t/c 

r c/c 
p 

v2/f
B 

<KT )T2/e2 
o 

VTf 

Table 2.  Similarity Parater« 

»21 - D/c 

«22 - 1/c 
c 

»23 - N 

»24 - d/c 

»25 - I»  c2/P. 

»26 - IpC</FB 

»27 - T/T 

»28 - T/t 

»29 • lj/c 

»30 - PBc
2/PM 

»31 - c2/P. 

»32 - c 

»33 - PBc
4/FBt

2 

«34 - Eyc
2/PB 

»35 - I/PBt 

»36 - M/PB t 

»37 - C/PBt 

»38 - iB/rBt 

»39 - 8 
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Table 3.    Nodal Law for Scaling G-m Performance, 
Includlug Muzzle Brake 

Symbol» Quantity 
Fundamental 
Dimension» 

Linear Dimension« length 

Area length 

Volume length3 

Praaaura 
2 

force/length 

Sonic Velocity length/time 

Velcclt: length/ ti*>j 

Hasa i'orce-timaVlenj 

Density 'orce-tiae /lenf 

Time time 

Energy force-length 

Temperature teasel arure 

Force fore« 

Seres» 
2 

force/length 

Strain dlmanslonleea 

Young'a ' modulus 
2 

force/length 

Impulse force-time 

Pressure Impuls* force-time/lcngt 

Specific Impetus length2/tima2 

Dimensionlese 
Parameters 

dlmenaionleaa 

Angles radians 

X - caliber ratio - model  

prototype 

y,x,h,H,l,c, 
D.l^d.l^lj 

V\*vVVP. 

i»    c 

PCPB 

T.T.t 

I 

a 

c 

EF 

I.M.G.Ij 

I 
P 

KT 

o    c 

Sei 
Faci 

la 
or* 

^2 

3 
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Adjustment In paramete- values say alao have to be made to 
compensate for variations la parameters not Included in the aodel lav. 
Several parameter» vere not Included because either they vrce considered 
to have a negligible effect, or they were extremely difficult to predict 
and control.  Examples of such parameters include the effect of case 
crimping and rotating band engraving on shot-rtait pressure, friction 
affects, rotational kinetic energy of the projectile, gas leakage, 
variation in thermodynamlc properties of the gas, and heat transfer 
affects. Experience has Indicated that successful scaling can be 
achieved by minor adjustments In other parameters, at least If model 
and prototype are of basically similar design. 

EXPERIMENTAL AFP*iRATiri AÜÜ PE0CEDWP25 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

The scaling technique described must he verified before It can be 
used with confidence.  Satisfactory verification could mm made If 
accurate mu.rzle trahe performance data for a large gun were available 
and could he reproduced at reduced scale uslrg the model law. 

Budget limitations did not allow i>* large gun experimental data 
to oe obtained as pare of the current program.  Koveverv apparently 
satisfactory data were available, from the research of Sr.lebury (3), 
for a 105mm Howitzer mounted In a free-recoil gun mount.  Salsbury 
tested a number of muzzle brakes, consisting of flat circular disks of 
various diameters, mounted at various distances from the muzzle. 
Values of muzzle brake effectiveness and of blast overpressure at 
locations benlnd the muzzle are given for each brake configuration. 
The values of mo«t parameters listed In the model lav MM available 
for the 103mm Howitzer used by Salsbury. 

Tha verification of the scaling technique consisted of duplicating 
selected portions of  Salsbury's 105mm experiments st reduce«.' scale, 
using a 40mm free-recoil gun movnt apparatus. Agreement of drake 
effectiveness 6 ani »Is*! overpressure results would provide verifi- 
cation of the scaling technique.  The apparatus and technique could 
then be used wich confidence In future muzzle brske design programs. 

TREE-RECOIL GUN MOUNT TEST APPARATUS 

The apparatus used In the muzzle brske scaling Investigation Is 
a Hfree-recoilH gun mount.  The term "free-recoil" mean* that the 
recoiling parts are free to reccll with no retarding force present. 
This situation cannot actually be achieved because of the presence of 
friction, e-jt can be approached by reducing friction as much as 
possible. The advantage of a free-recoil gun mount Is that the motion 
of the gun can be easily related to the recoil forces acting en the gun. 

13 
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The gun used In the free-recoil gun mount Is a 4Cam Naval salutirg 
gun with a hand-operated sliding breech.  The barrel is a HK 1 water- 
cooled barrel with the cooling jacket removed to reduce weight.  The 
40mm gun Is particularly suitable as a model gun for a number of 
reasons» Including that it is of basically similar design to most large 
guns.  Also, the overall barrel length is slightly over 56 calibers, 
which is "longer" than most larger guns; a replica barrel can be 
achieved simply by cutting off the 4Qnm barrel to the proper length. 

A schematic of the apparatus is shown In Figure 2.  Figure 3 is 
a photograph of the facility.  The 40mm gun is mounted on a carriage 
whoh consists of two 1-in. (25.4mm) thick steel plates on which the 
gun Is mounted, and which arc connected to tlvt bushing housings.  The 
gun and carriage arc free to move as a unit in the axisl direction by 
meant, of four recirculatinp-ball linear bu'hings.  Each of the two 
bushing housing« contains two of the ball llneat bushings.  The bush- 
ings run on cwo *-ir.. (lOl.fcraj) di&meter, 5-ft (1.32m) Ions precisi« 
steel shafts and provide very small frictional drag.  The drag force 
for constant velocity of the gun carriage has been measured and found 
to be about 11 lb (5 kg).  T!,c total weight of the recoiling nass 
(gun and carriage) is about 600 lb (272 kg), so the coefficient of 
friction is about 0.018.  Assuming there are no moments on the gun, 
the impulse of the friction force during the in-bore and gas-ejection 
period amounts to less than 0.3X of the total recoil impulse.  The 
shafts are arranged one above the other to allow easy access to the 
gun tnd to provide a narrow apparatus (maximum width 10 in. or 25.A cm), 
which results in a minimum of interference with the blast field.  The 
shafts and the gun barrel were leveled to within 0.001 in. per f 
(0.08mm per meter) so that gravitational effects could be Ignored. 
The entire apparatus is structurally very rigid.  A dashpot decelerates 
the recoiling mass.  The free-recoil distance is 7 in. (178mm) before 
the carriage contacts the dashpot, which Is sufficient for all events 
of Interest to occur. 

The recoiling mass was "balanced" so that the center of mass was 
located near the centerllne of the gun bore, to minimize recoil 
moments.  Such recoil moments can be very large.  For example, the 
peak chamber pressure in the current experiment was on the order of 
35,000 psi, and the bore area was about two square inches, which 
results in a peak recoil force of about 70,000 lbf, exerted along the 
bore centerllne.  If the center of mar.« were located 1/4 In. from the 
bore centerllne, a peak recoil moment of about 1500 ft-lb would occur, 
resulting in a contribution to the.bearing load of about 600 lb.  If 
the center of mass were located exactly on the bore centerllne, this 
moment would be zero.  The apparatus was balanced so that the center 
of mass was within 1/4 in. of the bore centerllne. 

14 
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Additional  bearing load« are due to eh« weight of  the recoiling MISS 

(600 lb)  and rifling  toro.ua reaction.    The rifling torque reaction was 
estimated  to be about  40) f t-lb maximum,  ao equivalent bearing load of 
lea* than 100 lb.    The tarings are rated for 50O0 lb. 

The round configuration used  for the experiment  Is shown schemat- 
ically In Plgure 4.    The projectile is a 4(a*a KK 2, modified by 
shortening the tapered base 0.5 In.   ro reduce the weight of the projec- 
tile.     The codified projectiles were Inert  loaded  to  the desired weight. 
The 40BJS1 MX  3 steel case was used.     To reduce the chamber volume  to 
the desired value,   the case was partly  filled  with Stonhard Company 
"etonfil." s material slnllar to concrete.    The propellent was ignited 
by a  20am electric primer cap,  M52AJB1,   boosted by one gram of  rTFFg 
black powder  In a small   silk bag.     The primer cap was mounted  in a 
special   socket made of  a BNC female electrical connector. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The  Instrumentation included a timing signal,  projectile velocity, 
muzzle pressure,   and  blssr  gsges at  various  locations around  the gun. 
Th* displacement anJ acceleration of  the recoiling mass were slso 
recorded.     The displacement  and  «lapsed-time  records were used  to obtain 
the velocity of   the  recoiling masr.     These data are  sufficient   to deter- 
mine muzzle brska effectiveness and blast  field parameters. 

All  r**J data were recorded on a Santas» Sabre  XII   14-channel   tape 
recorder,  with 80 KHz   (IRIG wideband Group  I)   record  board»,     A schematic 
of  the  instrumentation aystmm is shown  in Figure  5. 

Two accelerometers were used,   both located on the recoiling mass. 
The accelerometers were Bell  and Howell  4-202-0001   (+250 g)   Itr.eer 
accelerometers.     The  signal   from each acceKrometer wa«  fed   into an 
Zsdevco 4470 algnal conditioner with a 4471.1A voUage-regulated bridge 
conditioner,   then  into a Newport Model  60 dc amplifier,  and  finally  Into 
the tape recorder. 

Muzzle pressure was recorded  by mesns of a Klstler 607 pressure 
gage  located  In the gun tube 0.5 calibers  from the muzzle.     The  signal 
wee fed  to e Klstler  503D6 charge amplifier,  then to a Newport Model 
60 dc amplifier,  end  then  Into the recorder. 

Two  type» of  blast pressure gagea were used,   located at  various 
poMtlons «round  the  gun.     Th« blast  gages used  were Crystal  Research 
free-air  pressure  tourmaline   ('lollipop")  gage« and an Atlantic  Research 
(Celesco LC-13  pencil  gsge.     Each signal  waa  fed   into an  tndevco Model 
4470 signal  conditioner with a 4477.1  charge amplifier,   then  into a 
Newport Model  60 dc amplifier,   snd  then  Into the  recorder. 
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ICNITIO* WIRES 

ELECTRIC PRIMER CAP 
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PRIMER BOOSTER, 
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AMPLIFIER 
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BUST GAUGE •        SIGNAL D. C. 
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Figure 5.  Instrumentation Schematic 
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The timing signal was generated  by a Tektronix Type 164 Tine-Mark 
Cenerator,   fed directly Into  the recorder.     Timing mark« at 0.1,   1, 
and 10 as were used. 

The projectile velocity was Measured by means of  two, 200-turn 
wire-wound coll* whose locations along the line of fire were accurately 
known.  The coil locations were nominally 25 ft and 75 ft from the 
muzzle.  The signals genersted when the magnetized projectile passed 
through a coll were need In conjunction with the timing marks to 
determine the mean projectile velocity between 25 ft and 75 ft from 
the muzzle. 

The displacement of the recoiling mass was measured by means of 
a photodloöe and perforated strip. The pr«-rorated strip was a stalnless- 
steel tape with .030-In. wide slots at Intervals of 0.1 In. and moved 
with the recoiling mass. A stationary light source and photodlode were 
lasted on opposite aides of tht perforated strip and viewed it through 
small diameter aligned holes.  The photodlode waa connected in aeries 
with a battery and resistor.  The change in resistance of the photo- 
diode caused a change in the voltage drop across the resistor. Thus, 
an electrical pulse was generated for every 0.1 in. of displacement of 
the recoiling mass. 

EXPZ91MEKTAL PROCEDURES 

The most important procedures for this experiment are those 
procedures required to achieve scaled g«-i performance. The major 
problem area In achieving the required scaled gun performance is 
accurately scaling the interior ballistics. 

Table 4 shows parameter values which were directly controlled In 
the present experiment. The values shown in Tabl« 4 are values for 
the prototype (105mm) gun, the Ideal or desired values for the model 
(40mm) gun according to the model law, and the values actually used 
for the model gun.  Response parameters, such as blsst wave peak 
overpressure and muz sie brake effectiveness, are not listed In Tsble 4; 
they will be examined in detail later in this report. 

The scaling analysis and resultant model law discussed earl lei 
indicate that scaled performance can be achieved.  In actual practice, 
exact scaled performance will not usually be achieved because It is 
not usually practical to seals all of the independent variables 
exactly.  In the present experiment (Tsble 4), the greatest departure 
from exact scaling was the propellent.  The Army 105emi How!»ner is 
particularly difficult to scale In this respect because it uies two 
different propellent grains In the charge. The gun was chosen ae the 
prototype gun because it is the only gun for which suitable muzzle 
brake performance data were available.  No available propellent grains 
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Table 4.  Scaled Parjaeter Value« 

Quantity 

Caliber, c 

In-bore «hot 
travel,   1 

Bore area» A 

Kasa of projectile, i 

Type of propellent 

Specific tapetu», IT 
o 

Haas of propellent, ■ 

Grain geometry 

Chamber volume, U 
c 

Projectile velocity, V 

Prototype 
Value 

Ideal 
Scaled Value 

40M 

Actual Kodel 
Cun Value 

105s» 40eei 

110 in. 41.9 in. 43.23 in. 

13.65 In.2 1.98  in.2 2.02 In.2 

33 lb 1.824 lb 1.824 lb 

hi HI HI 

10.13X106 ^-2 
eec 

6 ft2 

lo.nxio0-1-^ 
.ec* 

10.13X106— 
eec 

2.828 lb 0.156 lb 0.184 lb 

0.624 lb of SP,   .014- 0.034 lb of SP,   .002« 
in.  web,   2.204 lb of in.  web,  C.122  lb of 
HP,   ,026-in.  web. HP  .010-in.  web. 
(N67 charge, Zot»e 7) 

153 in. 

1620 fpe 

8.46 in.** 

1620 fpe 

SP  .014  In.   web 
(«nailer of two greine 
ueed lr the etar.dard 
105am H67 Zone  #   round). 
Also 1 gran FFFFg black 
powder primer booster« 

8.13 In.3 

1597 fpe average 

1 

m 
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were found which were scale replicas of Che prototype propellent grain«. 
Lack of time end fund« prevented having special scale replica propellent 
grain« manufectured.  Interior ballistics computer calculations indicated 
that, under these limitations, the beet approximation of scaled perfor- 
mance could be obtained by simply using the smaller of the two proto- 
type propellent grains as the model propellent, with the chamber volume, 
in-bore shot travel (barrel length), and mass of propellent adjusted 
to yield the deslxed muzzle velocity and pressure. 

On the basis of interior ballistic calculations, three trie) round 
configurations were selected and tested.  All parameter values were 
as shown in Table 4 except nass of propellent, nsc, and chamber volume, 
Uc; these values, and the resulting projectile velocities, ere shown 
In Table 5. On the basis of these results, the final values shown in 
Figure A were selected. 

I 

Table 5.  Scaled Charge Determination Test 
(Test Data:  1 Kay 1973) 

Number of 
Teat Rounds 

Fired 

m 

w 
.150 

U 
c 3 

6.78 

V 
P 

(fp.) 

1 1420 

1 .172 7.45 1556+8* 

2 .183 8.13 1616+3* 

«Total Variation 

Initial firings resulted In misfires.  The problem was found co be 
ebsorptlon of moisture from the stonfll by tue propellent. To minimize 
this effect, all future rounds were loaded with propellent and assembled 

edlately before each test. 

The experimental procedures used during testing were simple.  Before 
beginning the test, all instrumentation was checked out and calibrated, 
ana the '.ouxu's were assembled.  The muzzle breke configuration to be 
teited «ms lnarelled, and a round was loaded into the gun and fired. 
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DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 

Raw data obtained during the test consisted of pressure for each 
of three blast gages, acceleration of the recoiling nass (two acceler- 
oweters), nuzzle pressure, brrakwire, pulses obtained fro» the mag- 
netized projectile passing through the velocity colls, A pulse for 
each 0.1 In. of recoiling nass displacement, and elapsed tine.  All 
data war« recorded on r-gnetic tape at 120 ips, and laf- played back 
onto a atrip chart recorder.  Typical raw data are shown In "igure 6 
at a 1:1 playback ratio. The data records used for actual data 
reduction were expanded by replaying the tape at 7-1/2 lps, with a 
atrip chart recorder speed of 120 ips (playback ratio 16:1), so that 
1 as * 2 in. on paper.  Data reduction procedures are described in 
detail below.  Sample calculations for the data shown In Figure 6 are 
included. 

The only information extracted from the blaat pressure records was 
the peak overpressure.  The value read from the record was corrected 
for pressure gage "finite size" rise time effects using the method of 
reference (4).  The location of each blast gage relative to the g»«n 
muzzle and line of fire was also known.  Values of blast wsve duration 
and time of arrival were not measured since these data were not 
available for the prototype (105am) gun and muzzle brakes. 

The eccelerometer data are thought to be valid, but w«re not 
reduced quantitatively for reasons discussed later In this report. 

Examination of a typical muzzle pressure data trace (Figure 6) 
shows a large-amplitude, short-duration spike followed by a pressure 
relaxation curve.  Tlte spike is believed to bo due to the passage of 
the rotating band past the pressure gage, plus possibly some strip 
chart recorder overshoot.  The value used for muzzle pressure at 
ejection was obtained by reading the value at the beginning of the 
pressure relaxation curve. 

The projectile velocity was determined by measuring the elapsed 
time between the ze«o crossings of the two velocity coil signatures. 
For the test round shown In Figure 6, t • 30.94 ms.  Using the known 
distance between the two colls (50 ft), the projectile velocity can 
be calculated »e 1616 fps.  It should be noted that this value is not 
actually the projectile muzzle veiocltv.  Rather, it 1« the mean 
projectile velocity in the region between the two velocity coils, in 
this case between 25 ft and 75 ft from the muzzle.  The response of a 
projectile during the time period immediately after ejection, including 
any velocity change, la a topic of current research Interest. 
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Curvet of free-recoil velocity and displacement of the recoiling 
mass for a realistic acceleration history are shown in Figure 7.  With 
the present perforated strip instrumentation technique, only the ter- 
minal recoil velocity, after the end of the gas ejection period, could 
be determined with adequate accuracy.  For the data shown In i-'lgure 6, 
Bill after the end of gas ejection period, 40 pulses occurred in 
64.53 ms, yielding a terminal reco.'l velocity of 5.166 fps.  These 
pulses occurred between 2 and 6 in. of displacement. 

The value of muzzle brake effectiveness may now be calculated. The 
definition of muzzle brake effectiveness is: 

*--§• (5) 

where: 

I - forward impulse due to muzzle brake; 

C ■ gas-ejection Impulse. 

' 

The value of IB is the difference in recoiling mass final 
shots with and without a muzzle brake, i.e., 

h- \2  Vr2 ■rl Vrl 

ntum for 

(6) 

where: 

m » recoiling mass wlthoit muzzle brske; 

m - recoiling mass with muzzle brake; 

V - terminal recoil velocity without muzzle brake; 

V ■ terminal recoil velocity with muzzle brake. 

The value of the gas-ejrctlon impulse G is more difficult to deter- 
mine.  A satisfactory method would be to measure the value of recoil 
velocity at the Instant of shot ejection.  This value could be used to 
determine the momentum of the recoiling mass at the instant of shot 
ejection, which (neglecting friction) is equal to the in-bore impulse. 
Vith the ln-bors impulse a;.d totil recoil Impulse known, the gas- 
eject Ion Impulse would easily be calculated using equation (6). 
However, it was not possible to measure recoil velocity at the Instant 
of shot ejection with the present instrumentation.  Thus, two alternate 
methods of determining G were used. 
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Of the two methods us*d to determine a value for G, one Is 
experimental and one Is theoretical.  The experimental method relies 
on assuming the in-bore Impuls« Is given by: 

M - (m ♦ -r£)V . 
P  2  P 

(7) 

Her« *p la the projectile mass and »c ic the propellent mass. The 
formula assumes, as Is comaonly done In Interior ballistics, that the 
propellent gas velocity Is linearly distributed from zero at breech to 
the projectile velocity at the muzzle, and that there is uniform 
density throughout the burned propell.int.  The total recoil Impulse 
Is simply the product of the recoiling masa and the terminal recoil 
velocity.  Thus (neglecting friction), 

G-I-M-m.V.-(m + ~)V . 
r2 r2    p   2 p 

(8) 

The projectile velocity V_ shoved slgr.lflcant round-to-round variation 
for the scaled round configuration used.  The terminal recoil velocity 
varies directly with th« projectile velocity V„. Sufficient data were 
available to obtain a plot of the recoil velocity Vr? (without a 
muzzle brake) as a function of Vp.  For each muzzle brake test round, 
the value used for Vr2 wao that which corresponded with the value of 
Vp for that test round. 

The theoretical method (5) Is: 

•c«*_T><nf> RT m  V 
I-Ä-.0433*. 1486^^) 2  (9) 

This value for th« 105mm prototype gun Is 277 lbf-aec, which yields 
a 40am scslea vslue of IS.3 Ibf-sec.  A vslue of 0 was calculated by 
each method for each muzzle brske test round. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SCALING FEASIBILITY 

One of th« t-w objectives of the present work was to demonstrate 
the feasibility for reduced scale testing of muzzle devices.  Selected 
portions of Salisbury's 105mm muzzle brake experiment were repeated at 
reduced scale using the 40mm free-recoil apparatus.  Comparisons of 
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muzzle brake effectiveness data for the full-size (105nzn) and reduced- 
sc-^le (40an) tests are shown in tabular fona In Table 6 and In 
graphical for« in Figure 8.  The complete set of experimental data la 
presented In Appendix A.  Worst-case experimental uncertainty for the 
present test (40mm) was estimated by means of logarithmic dlfterentlatlon 
uncertainty analysis (Appendix B) and waa found to be + 17Z.  Thla is 
significantly smaller th«a had been previously attained.  It is unlikely 
that worst case would actually occur.  Maximum total variation In 
effectiveness values for a given brake configuration waa approximately 
4Z in the present experiment.  The values shown in Table 6 and Figure 8 
are average values obtained for three test rounds for each brake 
configuration.  The uncertainty of the 105mm data is unknown, but is 
thought to be significantly larger than + 17Z (10).  The variation of 
effectiveness values for a given brake configuration is also unknown 
for the 103mm data. 

Table 6. Comparison of Muzzle Brake Effectiveness Data 

Muzzle Brake 
Configuration Muzzle Brnke Effectiveness, & 

Disk 
Diameter 
(Calibers) 

Distance 
From Muzzle 
(Calibers) 

105am 
(Salsbury) 

40mm, 
Using Approx. 
Experimental 
Value of G 

40mm Using 
Theoretical 
Value of G 

3.63 0.73 0.70 0.86 0.77 

3.63 2.18 0.93 1.06 0.94 

3.63 3.63 0.70 0.74 0.66 

6.05 0.73 0.78 0.84 0.75 

6.05 2.18 1.17 1.39 1.24 

6.0^ 3.63 0.97 1.16 1.04 

The uaxiraum disagreement between 4'>sm and 105mm effectiveness values 
was 221, while the average absolute viiue disagreement was 10Z.  These 
are well within the limits of experimental accuracy.  The 105mm data 
was reduced using c  theoretical value of G calculated using equation (9). 
A comparison of the 105mm data with the xOmm data reduced using the 
theoretical value of C showed a maximum disagreement of 10Z and an 
average absolute *alue disagreement of 6Z.  In light of the large 
experimental uncertainty, difficulty of scaling the 105mm Howitzer, 
and the preliminary nature of the work, the agreement la considered to 
ha good.  With planned Improvements in instrumentation and experimental 
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Effectiveness Dsc« 
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procedures,  which «re discussed   later   in  chip report,  and  tor prototype 
guns less difficult  to scale,   significantly bwitflff results are expected. 
The conclusion   is  that nuzzle  brake effectiveness can be successfully 
studied at reduced scale. 

The second response parameter of primary  Interest  In  this reduced 
scale investigation was blast overpressure  In the region behind the 
muzzle.     Scaling of blast overpressures has been achieved  in the past 
(7,8).     Successful  scaling of  blast  field with a ccnical nuzzle device 
««as reported  in reference  (9).     Also,   some blast data obtained  in  the 
present experiment   (Table A-2)  can be compared with available 105« 
blast data  taken at  NVTL   (10).     Detailed  blast  data obtained during  the 
test reported In  (10) are shown  in Table  7.     Comparison of average 
blast overpressures for  the  105m and 40sn without  brakes  Is  shown In 
Table 8.     T!>e agreement  is excellent.     This result   Is especially 
important  because  the gages arc  ioctted  in a region behind  the muzzle. 
In  the crew area,   which Is  the region of most   Interest  for muzzle brake 
Investigation.     Thus,   there  la Kufflcient   information to  conclude that 
blast overpressures can be  successfully studied at reduced  seal«. 

Table   7.     105«a Blast  Data 

Test   Data:     16-18  March 1973 

Test Description: 

Round 
No. 

Charge 
Temperature 

en 
24 90 

25 90 

26 90 

27 90 

28 90 

29 0 

30 0 

3! 0 

32 0 

33 0 

105mm Howitzer, H67 Zone 7 Charge, No Diffuser - 
Blast pressures measured at various locations around 
the gun. 

 Blast Pressure (p»l) ? Location  

135*, 20.3 Calibers   165*. 20.3 Calibers 

1.2 

1.3 

1.2 

1.3 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

0.9 

1.0 

0.9 

1.1 

0.9 

1.2 

1.1 

1.1 

1.2 

1.1 
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Curt.  Charge 
Temperature 

(*P) 

105M.  90*? 

105»,  0*F 

40M.   =   70*F 

Table 8*     Comparison of  Blast Overpressure 
Results Without Hutzle Brake 

 Blast  Pressure  (psl)  g Location 

135*.   20.3 Calibers 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

165*.   20.3 Callbera 

1.0 

1.1 

1.» 

The blast overpressure data with muzzle brakes present did not  show 
good agreement  between  the  full-size   (lOSsss)  and   reduced-scale   (40CM) 
tesr  results.     Comparison of  results from Tables A-5 and     -6 and  from 
reference   (3)   Is  shown  in Figure  9.     Ml  data po.'nts are  average  valuea 
of  several  rounds.     The most obvious discrepancy  Is  that   the   105mm blast 
data arc considerably higher  than  the reduced  scale  (40mm)  data.     There 
is a possibility that  the  105fim blast gags  location reported  (3)   is  in- 
correct  and  that   the gage was   In  f«ct much closer to the muzzle   (6). 
If  thla were the case,   the discrepancy would  be explained.       Other 
possible  source* of  disagreement are as follows.     The reduced-scale 40mm 
gun utilized a muzzle collar  that,   for construction  reasons,  was larger 
than an exact   scale model of  the collar  used on the  full-size 105mm *un. 
This "larger" collar had no apparent effect on  the effectiveness of  the 
muzzle brake,   but may have provided  some shielding from blast effects. 
Also,   the blast  gages uoed  in  the present   40M  test  were not  completely 
satlsfsctory  tor measurement  of   email  caliber  blast.     The validity of 
the  105mm blast  data  is ut.^nown;   these data were obtained  by methods 
which,   by  today's  standard»,   are quite unsophisticated.     Thus,  while no 
conclusions are drawn  from these data,   the  results discussed  In the 
previous paragraph are sufficient   to conclude  that  blast  overpressure 
can be  successfully studied  at   reduced  scale. 

DEVELOPMENT OF APPARATUS AND  PROCEDURES 

The second objective was to develop apparatus and procedures for 
use  in  future reduced-scale  investigations of muzzle devices.     Important 
aspects  include the  free-recoil  gun mount,   scale round configurations, 
and procedures  for accurately scaling and measuring  the performance 
paraaetera of  Interest. 

The  free-recoil  40mm gun mount  apparatus  is quite  satisfactory* 
In particular,   the concept  of  using shafts and  linear  ball  bushings 
to carry  the gun was  found   to be  highly satisfactory.     This arrange- 
ment offers less friction,  more positive guidance,   greatlv  simplified 
construction,   and  less maintenance   than   the wheels and   tracks  system 
used  for previous free-recoil  gun mounts. 
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The round confIguratica used was not completely satisfactory.  The 
bigfest problem was fairly large rcund-to-round variations; tor example, 
projectile velocity vsrled fron 15*8 to 1619 ft/sec, with an average of 
1597 ft/aec for 32 rounds.  The most probable reason for these variations 
was vsrlsttons in the chaaber volume, a result of using Stonfll to reduce 
the charsbe- volume.  The level of the Stonfll was difficult to control 
closely.  Also, the S torn 11 was permanently deformed during tiriug, as 
evidenced by a drop in the Stonfll level.  However, the amount of 
deformation was not consistent.  Moisture from the Stonfll was also 
a problem.  For future te»»r, cartridge case volume will be reduced, 
when necessary, by means of metal slugs. 

Other round configuration problems were the primer end the propellent. 
The small electric primer cap will be replaced by a standard 40s» per- 
cussion rap with an extended flash tube.  The propellant used was not 
a true scale replica of  *H* mm  LscypQ propellant.  In tests in which 
very accurate scaling is required, special scaled propellant grains 
could be manufactured. 

It was originally planned to directly measure recoil force as a 
function of tlae.  Such information would be valuable to the gun designer, 
».specially during design of recoil systems.  The technique used was 
accelerometers on the recoiling mass to measure the acceleration as a 
function of time; —ith the gun n free recoil and the mass known, the 
recoil force as s function of time could easily be calculate«4  The 
accelerometer record was expected to look like the curve shown in 
Figure 7.  Immfmmm« it showed large oscillations, as shown in Figure 6. 

The reason for this behavior is aa follows.  Recall that the gun 
carriage is essentially composed of a gun located between two bushing 
housings, connected by yoke plates (Figure 2).  When the gun is fired, 
it begins to move.  The massive bushing housings at first lag behind 
the gun.  Then the yoke plates, acting like cpringa, accelerate the 
bushing housings until they actually pass the gun.  The plates then 
accelerate the gun past the bushing housings, and so on.  The result 
is a more Of ieaa sinusoidal vibratory motion superimposed on the rigid 
body motion due to the recoil forces.  To investigate this motion, a 
computerised vibration analysis was carried out by Mr. T. F. Morris of 
NVL.  In this analysis, the gun carriage was modeled as a system of 
springs end masses.  The results indicated that the relative displace- 
ments of the gun and bushing housings relative to the center of mass of 
the recoiling mass were very small, on the order of 0.001 in.  This 
was expected, since the g^n carriage was designed to be structurally 
very rigid.  However, the accelerations of the gun and bushing housings 
relative to the center of mast were as large as + 50 g, while the 
maximum acceleration of the center of mass was 127 g.  The analytical 
acceleration history sgreed quire well with the experimental results. 
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Changes made  In parameter values In the analysis Indicated that  the 
problem wai not  feasible  to solve by Increasing the stiffness.     Thus, 
the acceleration of  the recoiling mass will not  be used  to determine 
the recoil  force-time hiatory.    The recoil  force-time history could be 
obtained  from other data,   such aa recoil velocity-time  history,   but  the 
accuracy might be questionable.     Even approximate recoil force da.a 
would,   hovever,  be of urns to the gun designer. 

The greatest drawback of the procedures used  In the current  test was 
lack of an accurate experimental determination of  the gas-eject Ion 
Impulse, G.     A dsslrsble method of accurately determining C would be  to 
accurately measure the    ecoil velocity at   the  Instant of  projectile 
ejection,  as well as tb/*  terminal  free-recoil velocity.     Then one could 
uae, with or without a sizzle brake, 

■ (V      - V    ) , 
r* rt        rp (10> 

where: 

V • terminal recoil velocity; 

V • recoil velocity at the Instant of projectile ejection. 

The required accuracy Is extreme.  A logarithmic differentiation uncer- 
tainty analysis shows that for a recoil \exoclty on the order ot 5 ft/ 
sec, the gas ejection Impulse C could be determined within + 51 If the 
recoil velocities could be determined with an uncertainty of ♦ 0.02 ft/ 
sec (+ 0.4Z).  The terminal recoil velocity wss measured in Lhls exper- 
iment with sn uncertainty of + 0.16Z (Appendix B).  The recoil velocity 
at the Instant of projectile ejection is much more difficult to measure, 
primarily because the recoil velocity is changing rapidly (Figure 7). 
Very fine resolution of both time and displacement ere required.  Very 
accurate measurement of elapsed time offers no difficulty.  Hence, tie 
problem comes down to accurately measuring the displacement of the 
recoiling mass.  .' promising possibility is a commercially available 
device known MM  a "linear encoder."  Thla device uses a very fine, 
accurateiy-acrlbed grid on a glass strip, along with a phototranslstor, 
light source, and electronic circuitry, to ^»lt an electrical pulse for 
every 0.0005 in. of displacement.  It appeara that thla device could be 
successfully used to measure the recoiling mass displacement with suf- 
ficient accuracy. A very accurate determination of the instant of 
projectile ejection will also be required.  This will prohahlv be 
achieved by a breakvlre located such that the circuit Is broken just 
as the base of the projectile passes throuRh the muzzle olane.  FinalW 
an efficient data reduction procedure would be required to utilize 
such detailed data. 
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In conclusion, the apparatus and procedures developed during this 
test, with minor Modifications, are suitable for reduced-scale testing 
of muzzle devices. 

SIWARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

Comparison of results of the present experiment with previous results 
of other experimenters has resulted in good agreement for values of muscle 
brake effectiveness and blast overpressures.  In addition, good results 
for scaling of blast overpressure had previously been cbtslned. Thus, 
sufficient data are available to conclude that muzzle devices can be 
accurately Investigated and developed at reduced scale, with consider- 
able savings of time and money. 

The experimental apparatus and procedures necessary for reduced 
scale ruxzle brake testing were developed during this test.  The 
apparatus and procedures that have been developed are, with minor 
modifications, satisfactory for carrying out reduced-scale testing of 
muzzle devices. 
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Tabla A-l.  KIM«I of Apparatus 

Recoiling Haas 

Without nurtle brake 

With large disk 

With saill disk 

Weight (lb) 

601 

612 

607 

<■ ♦ -§) - 1.916 lb 
P   z 

where: 

■ - 1.824 lb 

0.164 Xb 
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Table A-2. Experimental Data 

Test Date: 1 May 1973 

Test Description; Charge Determination Teat - Last two rounds provide 
data for comparison with HWL lOSmm blast dsta.  Ho 
BJUZXJS dsvice present. Charta temperature approxi- 
mately 70*. 

Blast Treasure (pel) 
f Location (type of &ege) 

Round 
No. 

m 

(gr-s) 

V 
P 

(f*/sec) 

90\   20.3 
Calibers 

(lollipop) 

115\   20.3 
Calibers 

(lollipop) 

165*,  20.3 
Calibers 

(lollipop) 

68 1420 3.61 1.27 1.02 

78 1548 3.99 1.27 1.02 

78 1562 3.53 1.24 1.06 

78 1558 3.68 1.27 1.31 

83 1619 4.17 1.26 1.06 

83 1613 4.06 1.16 1.19 
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Table A-3.  Exper.mental Data 

Teat Daft  24 May 1973 

Teat rescript tern: Mo muzzle brak«.  Final round configuration, 83.5 gram 
propcllant. Useful preasure data obtained. Displace- 
ment traaaducer malfunctioned, so valid valuea of 
terminal recoil velocity were not obtained.  Temper- 
ature approximately 70*P. 

Round 
No. 

V 
P 

UP») 

1595 

1597 

1598 

1594 

1593 

1620 

Hurtle 
Pressure 

(P«l) 

3300 

3300 

3300 

3400 

3600 

Blast  Pressure   (psl) 
fl Location  (tyye of a»«e) 

90*.   17 
Calibers 

(lollipop) 

4.58 

4.66 

4.46 

4.62 

4.46 

4.54 

270*.1? 
Callbexs 
(pencil) 

4.76 

4.76 

4.48 

4.72 

4.68 

4.52 

142*.   28.4 
Calibers 

^lollipop) 

1.00 

0.98 

I. 00 

1.03 

1.00 

0.95 
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Table- A-4.  Experimental Data 

Teat Date;  7 June 1973 

Test Description: No «uzsle brake. Measured pressurew end recoil 
Telocity. 

Bleat Pressure (pal) 

Round 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

V 
P 

(fp») 

1597 

1606 

1593 

Muscle 
Pressure 

<P«i> 

Terminal 
Recoil 

Velocity 
90\ 17 
Silbers 

(lollipop) 

270\ 17 
Calibera 
(pencil) 

142°, 28.4 
Caliber* 
(lollipop) 

3000 5.85G 4.91 4.65 0.91 

3000 - 4.71 4.57 0.88 

3100 5.187 4.71 4.53 0.86 
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Table A-5.    Experimental Data 

Test  Date;     20 June 1973 

Teat Description: Muzzle brake configuration aa Indicated. Thla 
suizzle brake teat, lecoll velocity It average 
distance. 

teat la the reduced-scale 
fro» 2-ln.   to 6-in.   recoil 

Muzzle Brake 
Configuration  

Distance 

Round 
No. 

Disk 
Dlaaeter 
(to-) 

9.524 

frosj 
Muzzle 
(in.) 

5.715 

3.429 

1.143 

1.143 

V 
P 

(fps) 

1603 

16GÖ 

1584 

1596 

1600 

1600 

1578 

1597 

1581 

1588 

Terminal 
Recoil 

Velocity 
(fp») 

5.826 

5.647 

5.800 

4.880 

4.892 

4.727 

4.66' 

4.714 

5.059 

5.102 

Muzzle 
Pressure 

(P»'-?_ 

3200 

3100 

3300 

3100 

3200 

3500 

3100 

3000 

2900 

29f? 

Blast Pressure (pal) 
| Location (type of gage) 
90\ 17      142% 28.4 
Calibers 
(lollipop) 

4.43 

4.38 

4.64 

6.06 

6.49 

6.23 

12.60 

11.20 

11.50 

9.29 

8.28 

Calibers 
(pencil) 

0.92 

0.92 

0.96 

1.72 

1.72 

1.85 

3.60 

2.64 

2.84 

2.21 

2.28 
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Table A-f. Experimental Data 

Teat Date:  21 June 1973 

Teat Description: Saae a« 20 June 1973 

Muzzle Brake 
Configuration 

V 
P 

<*P») 

Terminal 
Recoil 

Velocity 
(ID.) 

Muzzle 
Pressure 
(psi) 

Blast Pressure (psi) 
$ Locttion  (type of gage] 
90\  17            142\  28.4 
Calibers              Calibers 

(lollipop)             (pencil) 

Round 
No. 

Disk 
Dlaaeter 
-Jin.) 

Distance 
from 

Muzzle 
(in.) 

9.524 1.143 1616 5.166 3100 8.69 2.18 

5. 715 5.715 1593 5.210 2800 5.76 0.99 

1595 5.232 2900 5.86 C.92 

> 1S94 5.222 3100 .76 0.89 

3J 129 1536 4.961 3000 .8.38 2.18 

159A 5.001 2500 8.18 1.72 

1557 4.992 3100 8.28 1.75 
\ 

1. L43 1590 5.126 2800 6.97 2.05 

1594 5.131 3100 7.88 2.38 
10 r u 1607 5.164 3000 7.58 2.08 
11 1568 5.727 3100 4.44 0.96 
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Table A-7.  Rtuuced Experimental Data for 
Muzzle Brake Effectiveness 

Muzzle Brake 
Configuration 

Teat 
Date 

6/20/73 

Round 
No. 

6/21/73 

Disk 
Dlaaeter 

9.524 

5.715 

Distance 
From 

Muzzle 

("»•) 

5.715 

J 
3.429 

1.143 

5.715 

3.429 

v 
1.143 

I 

Muzzle Brake 
Effectiveness, P 

Based on 
Experimental    Based on 
Approximation Theoretical 

of G Value of C 

1.16 

1.16 

1.39 

1.39 

1.40 

0.35 

0.82 

0.85 

0.75 

0.73 

0.74 

1.06 

1.07 

0.85 

0.86 

0.87 

1.04 

1.04 

1.25 

1.23 

1.25 

0.75 

0.73 

0.77 

0.S7 

0.65 

0.66 

0.94 

0.93 

0.95 

0.76 

0.77 

0.79 
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EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

This appendix presents estimates of Che maximum uncertainty, or 
possible error, in experimentally measured quantities. 

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

The errors in the pressure measurements are most difficult to assess 
for both the mu/rle pressure and free-air blast pressure.  A large part 
of the difficulty is becaaue the pressure is highly transient.  Sources 
of error include calibration Inaccuracies, thermal sensitivity, over- 
shoot, rise time« and uncertainty in the location of the Rage.  Another 
source of error in measuring peak overpressure is rise time due to the 
ritlte (i.e.. not infinitesimal) size of the gage sensing element.  The 
measurements in this experiment were corrected lor this effect, accord- 
ing to tlie method described In reference (S).  Errors can also appear as 

ult of the d.ita recording and playback apparatus.  The situation is 
inrttter complicated by the tact that the actual pressure is not neces- 
sarily consistent, for example, due to round-to-round variations In the 

•rtile and charge as«*tablv.  Examination of test records, plus past 
•rlrnce, indicate that the uncertainty In free-air blast pressure 

oe~ .'itementH is on the order of ♦ 102.  Tbt uncertainty of the muzzle 
•ire measurements is estimated to be of the same order, perhaps 

somewhat smaller. 

LOGARITHMIC DIFFERENTIATION TtCMUQUI 

Because of experimental uncertainties in measured i^uantlttes, there 
is also uncertainty in ehe value of any calculated parameter that in- 
volves measured quantities.  Such uncertainties sre estimated In this 
report by means of the "logarltlsslc differentiation" technique. 

As an example of the logarithmic differentiation technique, consider 
a hypothetical parameter Q, defined as: 

Q - 
BW* 

• B, S, and W are hypothetical, exper«rentallv-measured quantities. 
Taking the natural log of both »Ides of this equation yields: 

InQ - InB «• 21nU - InS. 

Differentiating both  sides o»   this equation  yield.: 

d_q      dB       ^dW       dS 
Q B -W    "  S  ' 

B-l 
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The differential quantities are taken to represent the uncertainties 
in each quantity.  For example, dB represents the uncertainty in the 
•eaaured value of B.  Similarity, dQ represents the uncertainty in 
the calculated value of Q.  The maximum uncertainty In the calculated 
parameter Q can be obtained by taking absolute values: 

Q 
dB 

£!*§ ♦2|* 
dS 
S 

This technique is applied to the present experiment in the following 
paragraphs. 

"I 
PROJECTILE VELOCITY 

The projectile velocity was measured by measuring the elapsed time 
for the projectile to traverse s known distance. 

v -i 
p  t 

Using the logarithmic differentiation technique, 

dV 
—I 
V -±[l* M^l} 

The velocity colls were located at 25 ft and 75 ft, so L • 50 ft« with 
an uncertainty of dL - ♦ 0.5 In. - + .042 ft.  The elapsed tine wss 
about 31 as, with dt • ♦ 0.05 ms.  Thus, Vp I 1612 ft/sec, wh«ch results 
in an uncertainty of 0.25X, or 4 ft/sec. In the musxle velocity. 
Neaaured values of Vp show more variation because of round-to-rcund 
variation.  It la noted that this vslue of VD is not the true "euxile 
velocity" because of the blaat wave Interaction with the projectile, 
and drag, though it Is probably different by only a few feet per second. 

TEJLMIMAL RECOIL VELOCITY 

The terminal recoil velocity of the recoiling mass was determined 
by measuring the elapsed time required to travel a distance of 4 in. st 
constant velocity. Thus, 
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The uncertainly of the travel (L • 4 In.) results fro« Inaccuracies In 
the location of the slots In the perforated strip, which were meaaur«d 
to be dL - + .003 in. maximum.  The minimum elapsed time was about 
57 ms, with an uncertainty of dt • + .05 ms.  For Vrt • 5.8 ft/sec, 
the uncertainty in the terminal recoil velocity Is + 0.01 ft/sec, or 
0.161. 

NUZZLE BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS 

The value of muzzle brake effectiveness Is calculated from: 
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The Impulse due to the mutclc brake was calculated from: 

I.-m,Vn-m,V1. B   r2 r2   rl rl 

LoRaritlimic differentiation yields: 

dl.  m _dV . ♦ V .dm n - m fdV _ - V fdm . 
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or,  for worst case: 
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Using  the following value»: 

■r2 - 601 lb 

■rl - 612 lb 

Vf2 - 3.820 ft/aec 

f - - 4.880 ft/sec 

<tar2 - ± 2 lb 

d«rl - ± 2 lb 

dVr2 - .0093 ft/sec 

ÖVrl -  .0078 ft/sec 

the result is: 

dl. 
± 6.2X. 

The value of C was calculated by two aethods: one of which was by 
■cans of a theoretical equation; the other frost experimental data. 
The experimental aetnod used the equation: 
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Logarlthalc differentiation yields: 

dC 
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\J Vr2 - <»p + F> Vp 

;] 
Using the values: 

■r2 - 601  lb 

Vr2 - 5.820 ft/sec 

s ♦ zr  - 1.916 ib 
P  2 

V  - 1600 ft/sec 
P 

d«r2 - ±  2 lb 

dVr2 - ♦ .0093 ft/sec 

da  - ♦ .01 lb 
P   ™ 

da  - ±  .4 g - ♦ .001 lb 
c — 

dV  - ♦ 4 ft/sec 
P 

the result Is: 

~  - 1 10.6X. 
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Collecting results. 

^-± 16.8Z. 
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The difficulty In accurately measuring muzzle brake effectiveness can 
be seen. Actually, the uncertainty say be somewhat larger, s'nce the 
expression uaed to calculate the value of C la only a good approxima- 
tion. No formal uncertainty estimates for previous muzzle brake per- 
formance data «»ere found.  It la believed that such uncertainties 
were of the order of + 301.  An uncertainty in B of ♦ 17Z represents 
a considerable Improvement. Planned future Improvementa In Instru- 
ments tion and procedurea are expected to further reduce thla uncer- 
tainty to about + 10X, primarily by reducing the uncertainty In the 
value of gas-ejection Impulse C. 
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